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are randomly selected for participation at a calcula-

In 2013, the Advertising Research Foundation’s

ble rate from a larger population, participants in a

(ARF) Foundations of Quality 2 (FoQ 2) program

nonprobability sample (NPS) are not random repre-

implemented a large-scale study with 17 sample

sentatives of the population of interest. Because of

providers contributing nonprobability samples

their significantly lower cost than probability sam-

to an online survey that ran in parallel to a dual-

ples, an NPS is most typical in the vast majority

frame phone survey. The main purpose of the

of online market-research studies. However, most

investigation was to determine the extent of risk

nonprobability samples have been found to differ

that existed with the use of nonprobability sam-

from the general population in specific ways—

ples in online research.
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A common method used to address the non-

Accuracy in survey research relies on accurate

representativeness of an NPS is to implement

measurement of key topics with a sample that

demographic quotas to make the sample demo-

represents the population of interest. Can the way

graphically resemble the intended population.

that an online sample is selected affect the accuracy

However, researchers have demonstrated that,

of results?

even if demographics of an NPS are equated to

Rather than conducting a survey on an entire

the intended population, an NPS is neither behav-

population, almost all market research relies on

iorally nor attitudinally the same (Baim, Galin,

selecting a subset of members of the population (a

Frankel, Becker, and Agresti, 2009; Gittelman and

sample) to more efficiently represent the popula-

Trimarchi, 2010b; Terhanian, Smith, Bremer, and

tion. Whereas participants in a probability sample

Thomas, 2001; Yeager et al., 2011).

likely to be more highly educated, older, and with

The authors of the current paper examined two

fewer minorities than probability-based samples

approaches to improve survey quality by making

(Chang and Krosnick, 2009).

an NPS more representative of a general population:
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• implementing demographic sampleselection quota controls;

distributions of key demographic variables

“well-behaved … with consequences far

resemble the target population:

less pernicious” than many critics had

• using model-based selection methods,
which used additional attitudinal and
behavioral measures to select sample.

stated (Stephenson, 1979).
• “Sample-Selection Balancing” involves
selecting sample members by using

Beyond Demographics

quotas that regulate the proportions

Even after making nonprobability sam-

They measured quality in terms of the

of sample in various demographic

ples resemble target populations demo-

proximity of results to various U.S. bench-

groups. This process is followed so that

graphically, nonprobability samples still

marks that have been established with

the resulting sample has demographic

have been found to significantly differ

large probability samples.

distributions that approximate the dis-

from probability samples, specifically in

Generally, it was found that selecting

tributions as they exist in the intended

terms of attitudes and behaviors (Baim

samples with higher levels of demographic

population (for such factors as age,

et al., 2009; Baker et al., 2013; Dever et al.,

quota control did not increase data accu-

sex, region of country, education level,

2008; Piekarski et al., 2008; Terhanian et al.,

racy. In addition, and replicating results

or race/ethnicity groups). Sample-

2001; Yeager et al., 2011). Compared with

from FoQ 1 (Walker, Pettit, and Rubin-

selection balancing requires that partici-

probability samples, demographically

son, 2009), nonprobability sample pro-

pants’ demographics are either known

balanced nonprobability samples have

viders were not interchangeable with one

prior to the survey or based on answers

been found to be:

another. Finally, although some model-

within a survey, most typically in an

based sample-selection approaches were

initial screening section.

• more active on the Internet

found to reduce bias (improve proximity

• more likely early adopters

to benchmarks), approaching the accuracy

• “Demographic Weighting” computes

of the telephone probability sample, there

a multiplier for each respondent (each

was no one method that provided univer-

respondent is assigned a “weight”) so

sal improvement of the representativeness

that when the weights are applied, the

Without also taking into account and

across all benchmarks that were used to

multiplier will adjust for demographic

adjusting for these additional differenti-

assess accuracy.

proportions to match the distributions

ating factors—especially when they are

found in the target population:

related to the area of study—the use of


Higher weight values increase the

nonprobability samples could lead to dif-

value of responses from participants

ferent (and possibly misleading) results

from underrepresented groups;

that could be costly for the researcher

The current article provides an in-depth
account of the background, methodology,
and results of this investigation.
BACKGROUND

• less traditional
• more environmentally concerned.


lower weight values decrease the

(Baker et al., 2013). As a result of the non-

In 2015, most online market research in the

value of responses from participants

demographic differences between prob-

United States relied on nonprobability sam-

from overrepresented groups.

ability and nonprobability samples, more

ples. Compared with a probability-based

complex model-based approaches have

sample of the general U.S. population

Almost all online studies with non-

been developed to reduce the differences

(i.e., those drawn randomly to represent

probability samples rely on one or both

between nonprobability samples and tar-

the U.S. population), participants in non-

of these methods to balance samples

get populations by taking into account the

probability samples have been found to be

demographically.

attitudinal and behavioral variables that

more active online, older, better educated,

Studies that used sample-selection quo-

differentiate the two (Baker et al., 2013).

and less likely to have minorities (Chang

tas typically have been found to yield simi-

These model-based approaches vary in

and Krosnick, 2009; Dever, Rafferty, and

lar demographics between nonprobability

terms of when they adjust the nonprob-

Valliant, 2008).

online research and more probabilistic

ability sample to resemble the population:

Two primary methods have been used

methods (Gittelman and Trimachi, 2010a;

to make nonprobability samples demo-

Schonlau et al., 2004; Terhanian et al., 2001;

• “Model-Based Selection” occurs when

graphically resemble probability samples

Yeager et al., 2011). Data from rigorously

sample is selected (based on either prior

drawn from the population of interest,

executed studies with nonprobability sam-

or within-survey assessment of demo-

with most methods focused on making the

ples using quotas have been described as

graphics, attitudes, and behaviors)
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for a study to be similar to the target
population proportions of all measured
factors—both demographic and nondemographic (e.g., Gittelman and Trima-

• test the effectiveness of varying levels of
sample selection;
• make recommendations on the sampleselection methodologies.

rchi, 2010a; Rivers, 2007; Terhanian and

fielding, providers were given daily feedback regarding the number and proportion
of completes still required in each cell for
each method.
The fielding of the general FoQ 2 online

Online Survey

study took place between January 9, 2013

The FoQ 2 researchers requested that

and January 24, 2013. The mean length of

• “Model-Based Adjustment” creates

each of 17 online sample providers select

the online survey was 25.7 minutes. The

weights or adjustment factors for the

three samples, each with more difficult

number of completed online interviews

sample incorporating demographic,

sample-selection demographic quotas

(completes) was 70,377.

attitudinal, and behavioral informa-

across an identical web-based omnibus

For the purposes of the current quota-

tion about the population (e.g., Terha-

questionnaire. Additionally, all 17 pro-

control study, qualified completes averaged

nian et al., 2001; Terhanian, Bremer, and

viders provideda single sample for one of

Haney, 2014).

the four model-based approaches that

• 1,072,

used both demographic and nondemo-

• 1,120, and

Market-research studies vary in terms

graphic variables to select sample (See

• 1,166

of how sample is selected according to

Method D).

Bremer, 2012).

demographic quotas. Some studies might
have no quotas or they may impose only

The sample-selection methods were as
follows:

minimal quotas, controlling for the distri-

for Methods A, B, and C, respectively. The
different numbers of completes by method
reflected the somewhat increased diffi-

butions of few key variables, such as age,

• “Method A” had sample-selection quo-

culty of meeting the minimum number of

sex, and region of country, but leave other

tas for age and sex quotas nested within

participants with more stringent sample-

variables uncontrolled (e.g., race/ethnicity

region based on U.S. Census values;

selection quotas.

or education). Other studies might be more
demanding in the quotas used for sample

• “Method B” had Method A quotas plus

selection (e.g., controlling not only for age,

race-ethnicity sample quotas based on

Model-Based Approaches

sex, and region but also for race/ethnicity

U.S. Census values;

Thirteen of the providers contributed a

and education distributions).

Sample Selection for Method D

sample to the one D model-based selec-

This article’s authors expected that sam-

• “Method C” had Method B quotas plus

tion approach that screened sample

ples selected with fewer demographic

education sample quotas based on U.S.

within the survey for demographic and

quotas would produce less accurate pop-

Census values;

nondemographic factors. On the basis

ulation estimates (i.e., higher bias with

of this information respondents were

absolute differences from population val-

• For “Method D,” there were four

selected to balance each provider’s contri-

ues being greater) than those with more

model-based approaches. Each provider

bution to resemble a probability sample.

demographic quotas.

involved in Method D sampling contrib-

Some providers contributed 500 com-

In comparison to demographic-based

uted a sample to only one of the four.

pletes, whereas others contributed 1,200

sample selection, however, the researchers

Sample selection was based on:

with an average of 740 completed inter-

expected that model-based methods that


demographic characteristics and

views across all 13 providers.

select samples for both demographic and


nondemographic attitudinal/behav-

For the other three D model-based

nondemographic factors would render the

ioral variables, which included such

approaches, respondents answered the

nonprobability samples to be more similar

factors as early adopter attitudes and

key demographic and nondemographic

to probability samples (i.e., have greater

community involvement.

questions specified in the models in a prior

proximity to national benchmarks).

screening survey. Sample was invited to
Sample providers were provided with

complete the survey after being selected

METHODOLOGY

the numbers and proportions of com-

from these pools of prescreened respond-

The main goals of the FoQ 2 sample-

pletes within each strata for the demo-

ents for each model separately. Selection

selection initiative were twofold:

graphic targets for each method. During

was done in such a way that would render
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these nonprobability samples to be simi-

data were weighted for these demographic

• In the case of Method B, adding race-

lar to probability samples with regard to

factors along with the likelihood of contact

ethnicity quotas in addition to the age,

demographic and nondemographic varia-

by telephone.

sex, and region quotas did not improve

bles (i.e., attitudes and behaviors). A single

weighting efficiency over Method A,

dedicated provider contributed 1,200 com-

RESULTS

pletes to two of these approaches, whereas

Effects of Quotas on Weighting Efficiency

two dedicated providers contributed about

Precision of estimates is an important

• In the case of Method C, the addition of

500 completes to one of these approaches.

consideration when conducting research.

education sample-selection quotas along

The authors described this sample-

A larger sample size is associated with a

with age, sex, region, and race-ethnicity

selection information without identify-

higher level of precision (lower margin

quotas significantly increased efficiency

ing the specific Method D approaches to

of sampling error around the estimate).

over Methods A and B.

maintain anonymity of the participating

Weighting the results of a sample, how-

• Two of the Method D model-based

companies.

ever, increases variability of responses and

approaches (D-2 and D-4) also had sig-

which controlled only for age, sex, and
region quotas while sampling.

lowers the effective sample size and thus

nificantly higher levels of weighting

Parallel Telephone Survey

lowers the precision of the results. In other

efficiency.

In addition to the nonprobability samples,

words, when a sample is more similar to

• Two other model-based approaches (D-1

the FoQ 2 study fielded a parallel tele-

the population, weight variance is lower,

and D-3) and the phone mode had lower

phone study with a subset of items used

leading to higher levels of weighting effi-

levels of weighting efficiency.

in the online study. (Fewer questions could

ciency (and larger effective sample sizes).

be asked and answered in a telephone

Higher weighting efficiency means that

Assessing Sample Bias—Distance from

study of comparable length.) The phone

fewer respondents are required to obtain

Benchmarks

study used a probability-based dual-frame

stable population estimates and are associ-

The FoQ 2 survey had 29 questions (See

methodology sample, with 40 percent of

ated with greater statistical power overall.

Appendix) that paralleled benchmark

numbers coming from cell phones and

The authors computed the weight-

variables from a variety of large-scale gov-

60 percent coming from landlines (com-

ing efficiency for each provider for each

ernment and academic studies conducted

pletes, however, ended up as 31 percent

sample-selection method. Despite increas-

with probability-based samples, including

cell/69 percent landline).

ing levels of sample-selection quota con-

measures from the

The parallel telephone study had

trol from Methods A to B to C, gains in

1,008 completed interviews during the

weighting efficiency were inconsistent (See

• National Health Interview Survey

field period of January 10–24, 2013, with

Figure 1):

• American National Election Studies

a 19.9 percent response rate (AAPOR
RR3). The mean length of the phone sur-

100

vey and phone survey were conducted in
English only.
Poststratification Demographic Weighting
It was thought that sample selection
(whether using quotas or model-based
approaches) would help balance the nonprobability samples demographically. Yet
poststratification weights were computed

Average Weighting Efficiency (%)

vey was 22.7 minutes. Both the online sur-

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20

for each provider within each method sep-

10

arately (including the Method D models),

0

with weighting factors of age within sex,
region of country, race/ethnicity, and education. Additionally, the telephone survey

A

B

C

D-1

D-2

D-3

D-4

Phone

Figure 1 Average Weighting Efficiencies by Sample Method
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• General Social Survey

early 2013, nearest to the field period for

with the fewest sample-selection quotas

• American Community Survey.

the FoQ 2 study). Some small differences

(Method A) and the highest absolute dif-

between the sample estimates and national

ferences with the most sample-selection

To ensure that the authors would not con-

benchmarks were expected because the

found mode effects with sample effects in

national benchmark studies had both

• Beyond the sampling-selection quota

analyses, the authors examined the social

English and Spanish language versions,

methods, weighting may not have any

desirability of the items. Social-desirability

whereas the online and phone surveys of

effect if new cases of underrepresented

bias in responding is the tendency for sur-

FoQ 2 were in English only.

groups (e.g., minorities or lower educa-

quotas (Method C).

vey respondents to either underreport

All benchmarks and estimates were

undesirable activities or overreport desir-

proportions of those respondents who

able ones and is most likely to occur in

had specified substantive answers (i.e.,

situations with social presence—specifi-

responses like “Decline to answer” or

cally results from telephone interviews are

“Don’t know” were not included in the

typically most affected (Baker et al., 2013;

computations). The authors’ search for

• Increasing the extent of demographic

Krumpal, 2013).

benchmarks yielded multiple sources

sample-selection quotas did not gener-

for a number of variables, for which they

ally lead to higher accuracy (no reduc-

took an average value across the national

tion of bias).

Five of the 29 questions were judged as
higher in social-desirability bias, such as

benchmarks for sample comparisons
• binge drinking frequency,

(See Appendix).

• mental health difficulties, and

To test the accuracy of the FoQ 2 esti-

• life satisfaction (See Gittelman et al., 2015).

mates, the researchers computed the abso-

tion) have attitudes and behaviors just
like already represented cases.
The research team, however, found that

• Weighting the nonprobability samples did not reduce bias since it did
not decrease average differences from
benchmarks (See Figure 2).

lute differences of the estimates obtained

• Among the Method D model-based

The authors excluded the five benchmark

from the benchmarks for each of the 24

sample-selection approaches, D-2 had

items subject to higher levels of social

measures obtained from the online sam-

the lowest average unweighted bias,

desirability from the analyses of this study.

ples—the primary measure of sample bias.

the lowest bias overall, and a lower bias

The authors noted that the specific five

For example, if Provider 1 using Method A

than the unweighted telephone survey.

benchmark items had been assessed by a

had an estimate of 17 percent for Alcohol

• The unweighted results for the phone

single national study using the telephone

Abstainer (Benchmark 1), and the bench-

survey had the highest bias (highest

mode (the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveil-

mark value was 21 percent, the absolute

average difference from benchmarks)

lance System [BRFSS]) and were not avail-

difference of estimate was 4 percent. This

across all samples, but weighting

able with any other mode of assessment.

was computed for each benchmark for

this probability sample significantly

This use of telephone interviewing made

each provider for each sampling method,

reduced bias (lower average differences

these particular national benchmarks most

and then averaged by provider within each

from benchmarks).

prone to be distorted by social-desirability

method to derive an average absolute dif-

bias and therefore would not serve as a

ference. The phone survey assessed 23 of

Computing Margin of Sampling Error

clear indicator of sample quality.

the core 24 benchmarks.

An estimate based on a sample can be

Because the main purpose of this study

more precise when there are more par-

was to examine differences due to sample

Bias by Sample Method

ticipants, but it might not be accurate; in

rather than a mode difference, reporting

The researchers first computed the average

other words, the difference between the

for this study was based on the 24 items

absolute differences between the national

estimate and the population benchmark

that were evaluated as being lower in

benchmark and the obtained item results

could have high bias. To examine the

social desirability.

by sample-selection method for both

combined influence of precision (based

unweighted and weighted data (See Figure

on sample size) and bias (distance from

2). Their expectations were that

benchmarks), the authors of the current

All benchmarks used in the FoQ 2 study
are summarized in the Appendix with
the benchmark values that were obtained

paper next computed the margin of sam-

from all available national surveys (these

• Unweighted data should show highest

pling error (using 95 percent confidence

surveys were administered in 2012 to

absolute differences from benchmarks

interval) for each item for each sample
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sampling error1 was chosen as the most
appropriate method for comparing sample results with benchmarks since, by definition, it has a significance test associated
with it based on sample result distribution and sample size.
The margin of sampling error for
unweighted data used the actual number of completes, whereas the margin of
sampling error for weighted data used the
effective sample size based on the variance of the weights. The researchers used
the margin of sampling error to determine
whether the sample estimate was signifi-

Average Absolute Benchmark Difference (%)

provider within each method. Margin of

10

Unweighted

9

Weighted

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
A

B

C

D-1

D-2

D-3

D-4

Phone

cantly different from the benchmark value
for each item. This finding then was used
to calculate the proportion of differences
from benchmarks by provider and method

Figure 2 Bias by Sample Method—Average Absolute
Differences from Benchmarks

that were significantly different.
The proportion of sample estimates (out

Margin of Sampling Error Calculation

• The researchers then computed the pro-

of 24 for online, out of 23 for phone) was

The researchers took the following steps

portion of significant “misses” (See Fig-

averaged within each method A, B, C, and

for calculating margin of sampling error:

ures 3 and 6).

D1-D4 (See Figure 3). Unweighted data
had a smaller margin of sampling error

• They computed the proportion for each

because of larger sample size. Weighting

of the 24 benchmark questions for each

reduces effective sample size, which gen-

method and provider (BP1 to BP24);

erally reduces the number of comparisons
that would be significant.

The authors found that:
• Each sample-selection method with

• They computed the margin of sampling

unweighted results demonstrated

error for the 95 percent confidence level

deviations from population values well

Using the 95 percent confidence interval

for the unweighted data using the actual

in excess of what the researchers had

for the computation of the margin of sam-

number of respondents; for example for

expected of a representative sample,

pling error, the researchers had expected

BP1, the margin of sampling error would

with no method displaying less than

that about 5 percent of estimates on aver-

equal 1.96*SQRT((BP1*(1-BP1))/n);

30 percent of significant differences from

age would be significantly different from

• For the weighted data—since the sample

benchmarks (greater than the expected

the benchmark solely due to sampling

size decreases due to weighting—they

5 percent). It should be noted, however,

error. Besides sampling differences, there

used the shrunken effective number of

that the telephone survey—based on

may be other reasons for a difference the

respondents resulting from weighting in

a probability sample—had one of the

the formula.

highest proportions of significant differ-

authors did not test for, including

• The difference between the obtained

ences from benchmarks for unweighted

• measurement differences,

unweighted/weighted proportions and

• context effects, or

the national benchmark was then com-

• Among the demographic sample-

• mode differences like social desirability.

puted by item within each method and

selection methods, increasing demo-

provider—and compared to the margin

graphic quota control was associated

of error to determine a “hit” (within

with higher levels of significant differ-

the margin of error) or a statistically

ences (from Methods A to B to C).

“What is the Margin of Sampling Error?” Retrieved September 14, 2015, American Association for Public Research
website: http://www.aapor.org/AAPORKentico/EducationResources/For-Researchers/Poll-Survey-FAQ/What-is-theMargin-of-Sampling-Error.aspx

1

significant “miss” (outside the margin
of error).

data (above 60 percent).

• In all but one case, weighting decreased
the proportion of items showing
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70

Unweighted

60

Weighted

proportion of significant differences
from national benchmarks.
Method D-3, however, also had the fewest
average completes (about 740), so part of

50

the effect may have been an artifact of the
40

way significant differences using margin
of sampling error were calculated. Fewer

30

completes are associated with a wider margin of error (lower average precision), and,

20

therefore, fewer differences as a proportion
of all differences will be significant (or out-

10
0

side the margin of sampling error).
A

B

C

D-1

D-2

D-3

D-4

Phone

Findings by Benchmark for Nonprobability
Samples

Figure 3 Average Proportion of Significant Differences
From Benchmarks by Method

The researchers next examined each of the
specific measures of the national benchmarks to determine the average extent of

significant differences, meaning that

benchmarks were found significant. There-

difference of sample estimates from the

fewer benchmarks fell outside their

fore, the authors of the current article

benchmarks for results from Methods A,

respective confidence intervals.

believe that the proportion of significant

B, and C only (See Figure 4).

• Unlike the results found for average

differences that increased from A to B to

absolute differences (See Figure 2: no real

C may have occurred partially as a result

• Four items, in particular, had an aver-

differences in bias), however, the propor-

of an artifact of the increased sample sizes.

age of 6 percent difference or greater

tion of significant differences increased
going from Methods A to B to C.

Further, the reduction of the proportion

between the sample estimates and

of significant differences, due to weighting

benchmarks (See Appendix: Items 4, 10,

by method, may be partly due to a reduc-

16, and 17).

Some reasons underlying the results that

tion of the effective sample size that occurs

the authors found for the sample-selection

with weighting. A reduction of effective

methods may be a consequence of both the

sample size would increase the margin of

sample size required to meet the minimum

sampling error (indicating less precision),


a higher proportion of current smokers,

sample-selection quotas and the weighting

which, as a result, made fewer comparisons


lower rates of strong religious

efficiency for each method. Specifically,

with benchmarks significantly different.

• Specifically, nonprobability samples
indicated

strength,

lower rates of full-time employment,

• Method B required an average of 48

Method D Findings

(about 4.4 percent) more respondents

In looking at the Method D model-based

per provider than Method A due to

sample-selection approaches:

and

lower rates of home ownership compared with their respective benchmarks.

increased difficulty filling quotas, and
• Method C required 46 (about 4 percent)
more respondents than Method B.
With increasing sample size, the margin
of sampling error became smaller (indi-

• Unweighted data from Models D-1,

These particular measures of benchmarks

D-2, and D-3, had a lower average pro-

may reflect real sample-level differences

portion of significant differences when

between nonprobability samples and the

compared with D-4, the phone method,

general population and do not appear to

and Methods A, B, and C.

be eliminated by demographic weighting.

cating greater precision), increasing the

• After demographic weighting, how-

With differences of this magnitude, how-

frequency with which smaller differences

ever, only D-3 and the phone method

ever, the researchers could not rule out

between sample estimates and population

had the lowest and most comparable

alternative influences—including:
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• measurement differences,
• some types of mode effects, or
• social desirability (e.g., See Appendix,

1

Unweighted

2

Weighted

Item 10: [Religious Strength was higher

3

in the benchmark than for online prob-

4

ability samples]).

5
6

The authors also noted that the four spe-

7

cific items with the highest unweighted

8

bias (biggest difference from benchmarks)
did not have a reduction of bias when
weighted and, in fact, for three items,
weighting increased bias.
Findings by Benchmark for SampleSelection Method

9
10
11
12
13
14

Next, the researchers examined the extent

15

of bias (absolute average deviation from

16

benchmarks) by each sample-selection

17

method (See Table 1):

18
19

• Methods A, B, and C did not show
big differences.
• Method D model-based approaches
varied in their performance over a very
wide range of benchmarks.
• Some of the smallest differences between
sample estimates and benchmarks were

20
21
22
23
24
0

2

4

6

not found with Methods A, B, or C but

%

8

10

12

14

instead were found with some of the
Method D approaches.
This implies that Method D approaches

Figure 4 Bias Across Providers
(Average Absolute Deviation for Each Benchmark)

may have differential effectiveness,
depending on topic.

Sample Provider Differences

• Eight of the 17 providers had between

Both Methods D-2 and D-4, in fact, had

The researchers next examined differences

3 percent and 4 percent weighted aver-

eight comparisons (out of the core 24 bench-

between the 17 providers in their bias (aver-

age deviations from the benchmarks.

mark items) that were lowest of all the

age absolute deviation from benchmarks)

• Five of the providers had weighted aver-

methods tested, providing above-average

for samples selected with Methods A, B, and

age deviations of 5 percent or greater

performance. There currently does not

C only. The phone method sample results, a

appear, however, to be a “one-size-fits-all”

probability sample, also were presented to

• Demographic weighting reduced bias for

solution for model-based sample selection

enable comparison with the other providers

only five of the 17 nonprobability sample

(and, by implication, model-based sample

(See Figure 5). Among the findings:

providers, whereas weighting increased

adjustment). Different methods use different

from the benchmarks.

bias for eight of the 17 samples.

combinations of covariates generating the

• The weighted telephone sample had

patchwork-quilt performance noted here

an average 3 percent difference from

These results indicated that although some

(See Table 1).

benchmarks.

providers appeared to have provided
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TABLE 1
Bias for Benchmarks by Sample Method (Average Absolute Difference From Benchmark)
Benchmark
Number

Benchmark

A
(%)

B
(%)

C
(%)

D-1
(%)

D-2
(%)

D-3
(%)

D-4
(%)

Phone
(%)

1

Alcohol Abstainer

2.7

2.4

2.8

6.0

2.5

3.0

2.1

0.3

2

Current Regular Drinker

4.2

5.1

4.4

6.6

8.5

5.2

4.7

7.9

3

Never Smoked Cigarettes

4

Current Smoker

5

5.5

4.9

4.5

7.1

4.2

5.0

5.3

0.5

10.3

8.0

7.8

8.5

5.4

8.2

13.1

4.6

Below Average Sleep

1.4

1.7

1.4

3.5

0.4

3.0

1.2

2.2

6

Is Obese

2.5

2.3

1.7

3.7

1.7

3.2

0.4

7

Good Self-rated Health

3.0

3.1

3.0

4.2

5.4

3.1

6.6

0.9

8

Conservative Ideology

1.4

2.8

1.8

4.1

2.2

2.3

1.6

0.2

9

Republican Party ID

5.3

6.1

5.5

5.3

1.0

5.1

4.7

4.8

10

Strong Religious Strength

8.8

9.0

8.7

9.1

8.9

3.7

6.4

2.7

11

High Religious Attendance

5.1

5.3

4.8

5.3

3.2

2.5

0.8

4.4

12

Landline Phone in Household

3.9

2.7

2.7

0.6

2.2

4.5

3.3

0.6

13

Cell Phone in Household

1.0

1.6

1.4

3.0

0.2

1.6

0.4

1.2

14

Married

3.6

3.8

3.4

5.5

3.5

2.7

6.2

1.0

15

Not Employed

16

Full-time Employed

17

Own Home

7.7

18

Speak Only English at Home

2.1

19

Vehicle in Household

1.6

20

4+ Bedrooms in Residence

2.0

21

Children in Household

3.4

22
23

Registered to Vote
Has Valid Driver’s License

24

Has Valid Passport

nonprobability samples that were much

4.0

4.9

4.6

2.8

3.0

4.6

7.2

1.7

13.7

12.6

12.4

14.9

12.3

14.2

18.3

8.0

7.6

7.9

10.1

10.2

8.0

9.9

4.5

1.8

2.1

1.5

3.0

2.7

0.2

0.4

1.1

1.3

2.0

1.6

1.8

0.0

1.7

2.0

1.7

2.9

1.3

2.2

0.9

10.1

4.1

3.6

8.0

4.7

3.6

1.2

2.6

3.9

4.7

4.5

6.1

2.2

4.3

3.8

5.5

2.2

2.0

1.7

1.5

1.3

2.7

0.7

2.2

3.3

3.4

4.2

4.4

1.8

3.3

4.1

2.7

different from benchmarks using the

(Method C was no more accurate than

more similar to what would be obtained

margin of sampling error calculations.

Method B which was no more accurate

from a probability sample, others were

• One provider (Provider 11) was lower

more significantly different.

than Method A).

than the telephone data with weighted


Adding race-ethnicity and education

The research team also compared

data with 31.9 percent of results sig

quotas did not reduce bias (proximity

providers (for Methods A, B, and C only)

nificantly different from benchmark

and the telephone sample in terms of the

values.

average proportion of significant differences

to the benchmarks was not reduced).

The costs of increased use of more
complex demographic selection quotas

using the calculated margin of sampling

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

may not be justified in terms of reduc-

error across benchmarks (See Figure 6):

Regarding sample-selection methods, as a

ing bias of responses for nonprobability

result of this study:

samples, at least across the wide range

• Except for one nonprobability sam-

of benchmarks used in this study.

ple (Provider 3), all samples had

• Method A selection may have been an


The primary utility of oversampling

unweighted proportions of significant

adequate selection strategy for nonprob-

underrepresented groups enables

differences over 50 percent.

ability sample. Increasing the extent of

results to be obtained for these groups,

• The weighted telephone sample had

demographic selection quotas used did

but oversampling did not appear to

34.8 percent of comparisons significantly

not reduce bias or improve accuracy

decrease bias.
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• Demographic weighting did not gener-

selected for participation (whether it

Future Directions

ally reduce bias for nonprobability sam-

occurred within the survey screening

Model-based approaches—to sample selec-

ples when using demographic sample

section or as part of preprofiled sample).

tion or post-fielding adjustment—that

selection.


The one Method D sample-selection

use attitudinal or behavioral variables, in

approach that used in-survey respond-

addition to demographic variables, hold

• Some Method D model-based sample-

ent screening to select a balanced sam-

promise and should be further explored.

selection approaches showed promise

ple for each provider required about

No matter how exacting the demographic

in reducing bias and improving accu-

40 percent more sample on average

quotas are for a given study, the current

racy, as previously suggested (Baker

than Method A.

authors believe, traces of the bias inher-

et al., 2013). The current study showed


The other Method D approaches also

ent in nonprobabilistic samples often will

that variables other than demograph-

may have required an equivalent num-

survive the demographic quota process,

ics could be useful in reducing the

ber of participants to be prescreened in

depending on the topic being investigated.

differences in results between nonprob-

order to select a balanced sample.

The goal of future research would be to

ability samples and probability-based
estimates.

understand
• As was found in the FoQ 1 study
(Walker et al., 2009), nonprobabil-

• both the general and subject-specific

• Although this study focused on a gen-

ity sample providers were not inter-

eral population sample, a disadvantage

changeable: Some appeared to provide

• how the nature and extent of the cor-

of Method D sampling approaches was

samples that were close to probabil-

relation of the adjustment/selection

that they generally required consider-

ity samples across a range of metrics,

variables affects results with substan-

ably more sample to screen than was

whereas others did not.

tive items;

selection or adjustment variables;

• the limits and range of applicability of
the models to the topics of interest.
Telephone

The current authors end with a note of

1

caution to practitioners. The Method D

2

model-based selection approaches depend

3

on using variables in their selection (or

4

adjustment) algorithms that co-vary with

5

study variables, or they likely will not

6

work. The question of “how close is too

7

close” in terms of the selection variable

8

and the substantive variables still must be

9

studied in the future to better understand

10

when and how it is best to use them.

11

Reinforcing the potential dangers that

12

threaten practitioners, the authors cited a

13

metaphor from Greek mythology:

14
15
16
17
0

2

4
%

Not Weighted

Daedalus, a skillful craftsman and inventor,

Weighted

and his son, Icarus, were prisoners of King

6

Figure 5 Average Absolute Benchmark Difference for
Telephone and by Online Provider

8

Minos on the Island of Crete. Daedalus created wings of wax and feathers so that he
and his son could fly to freedom. Despite his
father’s cautions, Icarus flew too close to the
sun. The wax melted and, to Daedalus’ horror, Icarus fell to his death.
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APPENDIX
Benchmark Number

Benchmark

Criterion

Benchmark Value (%)

1

Alcohol Abstainer

Never drank 12 or more drinks in total

2

Current Regular Drinker

Drank at least 12 drinks in past year

51.6

3

Never Smoked Cigarettes

Never smoked 100 cigarettes or more

55.9

4

Current Smoker

Smoke some days or every day

18.5

5

Below Average Sleep

Less than 6.5 hours/night

32.0

6

Is Obese

BMI greater than or equal to 30

31.3

7

Good Self-rated Health

Good or better

82.6

8

Conservative Ideology

Lean Conservative or more

41.0

9

Republican Party ID

Lean Republican or more

37.5

10

Strong Religious Strength

Very or Moderately Religious

58.3

11

High Religious Attendance

Almost every week or every week

32.5

12

Landline Phone in Household

Has at least 1 in household

65.0

13

Cell Phone in Household

Has at least 1 in household

91.9

14

Married

“Yes” to married

52.9

15

Not Employed

“No” to all employment questions

40.6

16

Full-time Employed

Equal to or greater than 35 hours worked

45.9

17

Own Home

Own (with or without mortgage)

67.1

18

Speak Only English at Home

“No” to speaking language other than English

79.2

19

Vehicle in Household

One or more vehicles

90.8

20

4+ Bedrooms in Residence

Four or more bedrooms

20.2

21

Children in Household

One or more children under 18

34.5

22

Registered to Vote

Indicated registered for current or prior place

87.1

23

Has Valid Driver’s License

Indicated has valid driver’s license

86.2

24

Has Valid Passport

Indicated has valid passport

40.6
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